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History[ edit ] The idea of a secret organization of enlightened mystics, guiding the spiritual development of
the human race, was pioneered in the late eighteenth century by Karl von Eckartshausen in his book The
Cloud upon the Sanctuary ; Eckartshausen called this body of mystics, who remained active after their
physical deaths on earth, the Council of Light. Koot Hoomi, through Sinnett, revealed that high-ranking
members of mystic organizations in India and Tibet were able to maintain regular telepathic contact with one
another, and thus were able to communicate to each other, and also to Sinnett, without the need for either
written or oral communications, and in a manner similar to the way that spirit mediums claimed to
communicate with the spirits of the dead. The letters published by Sinnett, which proposed the controversial
doctrine of reincarnation , were said to have been revealed through this means. Blavatsky as developed by
Charles W. Leadbeater , Alice Bailey and Helena Roerich. Blavatsky, founder of the Theosophical Society ,
attributed her teachings to just such a body of adepts; in her book Isis Unveiled , she called the revealers of her
teachings the "Masters of the Hidden Brotherhood" or the " Mahatmas ". Arthur Edward Waite , in his Book
of Black Magic and of Pacts, hinted at the existence of a secret group of initiates who dispense truth and
wisdom to the worthy. Bailey also claimed to have received numerous revelations from the Great White
Brotherhood between and , which are compiled in her books known collectively by her followers as the Alice
A. Since the introduction of the phrase, the term "Great White Brotherhood" is in some circles used
generically to refer to any concept of an enlightened community of adepts, on earth or in the hereafter, with
benevolent aims toward the spiritual development of the human race, and without strict regard to the names
used within the tradition. Gareth Knight describes its members as the "Masters" or "Inner Plane Adepti", who
have "gained all the experience, and all the wisdom resulting from experience, necessary for their spiritual
evolution in the worlds of form. Only a few of this community are known to the human race; these initiates are
the "teaching Masters. When ex-communicated as a heretic on 7 July , he defended the Brotherhood as
follows: There is one church in the world. But the Universal White Brotherhood is outside the church - it is
higher than the church. Hence the Church is the first step, the Universal White Brotherhood is the second step,
and the Kingdom of Heaven is the third step - the greatest one that is to be manifested. Benjamin Creme has
published booksâ€”he claims the information within them has been telepathically transmitted to him from the
Great White Brotherhood. The Brotherhood has grown through these ages and centuries until almost all the
offices are held now by those belonging to the evolution of Earth and those who have volunteered to remain
among her evolution. Thus We took Our abode upon the sweet Earth. Through the same power of centripetal
and centrifugal force of which I spoke cohesion and expansion of the magnetic power of Divine Love , We
then began to magnetize the Flame in the hearts of some of the Guardian Spirits who were not sleeping so
soundly and who were not too enthusiastically engaged in using primal life for the satisfaction of the personal
self. The Three-fold Flame within the heart of Shamballa , within the Hearts of the Kumaras and Myself,
formed the magnetic Heart of the Great White Brotherhood by Whom you have all been blessed and of which
Brotherhood you all aspire to become conscious members. Leadbeater said "The Great White Brotherhood
also includes members of the Heavenly Host the Spiritual Hierarchy directly concerned with the evolution of
our world , Beneficent Members from other planets that are interested in our welfare, as well as certain
unascended chelas ". The use of the term "white" refers to their use of white magic, as opposed to black, and is
unrelated to race. The later versions of Blavatsky described the masters as [26] ethnically Tibetan or Indian
Hindu , not European. Recent skeptical research indicates, however, that this description was used by
Blavatsky to hide the real identity of her teachers, some of whom are said to have really been well known
Indian rulers or personalities of her time. These sources say that all these peoples put aside any differences
they might have had in their Earthly careers, and unite instead to advance the spiritual well-being of humanity.
Blavatsky , published the " Agni Yoga " series of books. Their contents, claimed to be inspired by the Master
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Morya , described the work of the White Brotherhood and the Spiritual Hierarchy.
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Read Brotherhood from the story The Path of a Sith by EzraBridger17 with reads. lightinthedark, theempire,
starwarsrebels. Hi everyone, so yeah, once again.

It is quite intriguing because one can generate loot but it does not mean the opponent cannot do it later as well.
In addition, slowing down effect of loot tokes is always a problem for me. Hence, my initial idea was to slow
down the advancing army of the Brotherhood so that there will be less time to generate loot tokens. In order to
do that I also wanted to make sure that the tokens are spread a bit, as they can potentially end up on one half of
the battle field. I also wanted to use my idea of focusing all the shooters on a single target and then attacking it
so I deployed all my bow armed elements on the left. If I could inflict enough damage by shooting, I should be
able to create a breach on the flank. And open the passage for the Drakons. Another plan was to move units in
the middle fast, let Palace Guard troop generate the loot and start back pedaling while the rest of the units slow
down the enemy. And last not not least, seeing fewer units on the right, I wanted to use my greater speed and
maneuverability to surround and destroy Villein Plowshares. In addition, that should give me the control over
that area and perhaps generate one or two more loot tokens. This time I got the first turn. Outcasts - Turn 1
Elves advance across entire battle field. Elves moved towards the enemy as planned. The units on the left
opened fire and Villein Martyrs suffered some damage already. Brotherhood - Turn 1 Brotherhood forces in
advance. Brotherhood army advanced towards the enemy as well. Interestingly, constant prayers of the
Martyrs and the magic of the Devoted completely healed all the wounds suffered due to Elven bow fire!
Outcasts - Turn 2 Elves increase the distance a bit. Elves had to adapt their plan quickly as the unexpected
healing abilities of the enemy already proved to be a problem. All units moved back a little and Elves tried
again to shoot at their foe. Brotherhood - Turn 2 Forsaken Beasts "shoot" back. Once again the power of
prayers and magic combined proved very effective. What is more, Forsaken Beasts unleashed their own fiery
breath attacks at the Palace Guard that did not withdraw far enough. It seemed like the army of the
Brotherhood was quite literally fighting fire with fire! Outcasts - Turn 3 Elves decided to attack. Since the
ranged attacks did not work, Elves decided to engaged the enemy in melee. Spotting the opportunity, three
Elven units attacked one enemy in the forest. Unfortunately, this attack was not successful as the enemy held.
The cavalry in the middle attacked the beasts mainly to distract them and allow the Drakons to land behind the
enemy lines without the risk of being shot at. Brotherhood - Turn 3 Counter attacks! It was soon clear the
Elves miscalculated badly. The unit of Martyrs attacked Sea Guard but by doing so, also opened a path for the
second horde to smash into Palace Guard. Thus all three units could counter attack. Miraculously, however,
Palace Guard regiment held its ground! In the meantime, both Exemplars charged Drakon Riders and both
managed to ground their reslective adversaries. Outcasts - Turn 4 Another wave of Elven attacks. Elven
shooters moved back again and shot one more time at the advancing Villeins. It was a very difficult task
because whatever damage was inflicted seemed to be healed soon after. Sea Guard and Palace Guard also
attacked their adversary in the forest and yet again the enemy held! Only the units on the right flank noted a
success when they managed to rout isolated Plowshares on the charge. Brotherhood - Turn 4 Powerful blow. It
was time to deliver killing blow and Brotherhood units did it well. Four Elven units perished and it was clear
that the Brotherhood army gained advantage impossible to swing back. Outcasts - Turn 5 Elves fight for
survival. Elves were in a desperate situation and had to fight to survive. Silver Breeze cavalry could maintain
the distance and kept shooting at the advancing enemy infantry. Drakon Riders moved away from the enemy
too but at slower pace in order to avoid being intercepted by numerous units of the Brotherhood. Only Drakon
Lord attacked but even he failed to kill one of the Forsaken Beasts, despite the fact it was already wounded.
Brotherhood - Turn 5 Villeins dominate the left half of the battle field Villeins, now in secure positions,
dominated on the left flank. They even started extracting treasure from the hidden mine that was located
nearby. Elves suffered more casualties and only Drakon Lord and remained intact. Outcasts - Turn 6 Last
charge of the Outcasts. There was very little Elves could do now except attack here and there. Silver Breeze
units still shot at the enemy but it was too little to make any difference. Drakon Riders attacked Exemplar but
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he stood his ground. Only the Prince managed to kill one of the beasts, finally! Brotherhood - Turn 6
Brotherhood army consolidates the positions. With no real threat present, Brotherhood army consolidated
positions and obtained more loot. One of the Exemplars hunted down the Drakons too as his personal quest.
Remnants of the Elven army withdrew quickly. Summary Turn-by-turn animation summary After-battle
Congratulations to Jeff for another stunning victory! Who would have thought that the Villeins are so resilient!
The combination of Regeneration and Heal meant that I had to abandon my plan completely and it showed. I
could not come back with a good alternative quickly enough and when I received powerful blow in turn 4 it
was very hard to even make an attempt to save a draw. My first thought was about the plan in itself and I think
the idea of shooting at a horde, charging it and thus creating a break in enemy formation may not be a bad
thing in itself. But I need an alternative when the enemy has a way to negate the effect of ranged attacks.
Perhaps placing the shooters in the middle and trying to aim at the units there would have been a better idea. I
could still have some units on the left to slow down the advance of the Brotherhood. There were a few
mistakes in positioning of the units too. I think it was not a good idea to move towards them in the first place
as I did not generate that token after all anyway. That prompted me to risk the charge in the forest as I knew
Palace Guard would not survive second shooting. But in the end, I made a mistake and there were
consequences. The same with the Drakons. Both units landed to threaten the flanks. While the one on the right
was easily stopped and then attacked from the rear. I should have position them facing left first. Even after the
charge of Exemplar, I should have reformed them to face the Foot Knights, as that at least gave them a better
chance to survive. And better still, I should not have landed there at all as it was not yet a good place to be. I
think the game like this reminds me that I need to have a better plan in terms of securing the objectives of the
scenario. I focused on routing the units as I believe I should do it in order to create the opportunities for my
units to claim tokens. But it seems I should equally focus on preventing the enemy from getting them fast
enough and perhaps more on collecting some treasure myself rather than fighting alone.
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Whereas the path of initiation involves obedience to the Guru representing the Christ Self, the knower of the absolute
Reality of the karma of God, the testing outside of the path of ini-tiation is provided for those among mankind who would
begin their way back to the path of redemption by responding to the laws of man.

Extending warm greetings to the people on the auspicious month of Ramzan or Ramadan, Prime Minister
Narendra Modi said that Prophet Mohammad is an inspiration for all and his teaching of equality and
brotherhood should be followed by all. In his over minute scripted speech, the prime minister drew from the
teachings of Prophet Mohammad and said he believed in knowledge and compassion. His life taught people to
walk the path of equality and brotherhood, Modi said, adding that it was Prophet Mohammad who believed in
the concept of charity, which was important during Ramzan. Prophet Mohammad Sahib peace be upon him
believed in twin principles of knowledge and compassion," the Prime Minister said, added. The holy month of
Ramzan is beginning in mid-May. My dear countrymen, Namaskar. Today is the holy day of Ram Navami.
My heartiest greetings to countrymen on this pious, festive occasion. A while ago, when distinguished
dignitaries of all ASEAN Countries were here on the 26th of January, they were accompanied by cultural
troupes from their respective countries. Once again, my best wishes to all of you on the occasion of
Ramnavami. My dear countrymen, just like every time earlier, I have received a rather large number of letters,
e mails, phone calls and comments from you. I read a post written on MyGov by Komal Thakkar ji, where she
has referred to starting on-line courses for Sanskrit. Along with being IT professional, your love for Sanskrit
has gladdened me. I have instructed the concerned department to convey to you efforts being made in this
direction. The concerns you have raised on the depleting ground water levels is indeed of great importance.
Sakal ji, I have conveyed your sentiments to our listeners. Shriman Yogesh Bhadresha Ji has asked me to
speak to the youth concerning their health. He feels that our youth are physically weak, compared to those of
other Asian countries. In fact, all you young people can come together to launch a movement of Fit India.
Prashant ji, the Government of India has already done that on social media and the Narendra Modi App,
beginning that very day. You may now like them, re-tweet them, post them to your friends. This time,
maximum number of letters are from children who have written about exams. They have shared their vacation
plans. Quite a few active citizens have sent in suggestions on the subject of water conservation. Just before
examinations, letter pour in, touching on the anxieties of our young student friends who are about to appear.
During the festival season, our festivals, our culture, our traditions are focused upon. This means, Mann Ki
Batein, matters close to our hearts, alter with the change in season. And why should not things change? In
utterances of yours, in your experiences, in the examples that you quote, there exists immense inspiration,
unfathomable energy, unparalleled warmth; a resolve to bring about something new for the country. In a way,
this is endowed with the might to transform the entire season-cycle of the country. When I get to read in your
letters how a rickshaw puller from Karimgunj in Assam, Ahmed Ali, has built nine schools for
underprivileged children, I witness firsthand the indomitable will-power this country possesses. When I heard
the story of Kanpur based Dr. Ajit Mohan Choudhary, of how he visits the underprivileged on footpaths and
offers free medicines to them, it gives one an opportunity to feel the sense of brotherhood that prevails in the
country. Thirteen years ago, on account of a delay in medical treatment, a Cab driver from Kolkata, Saidul
Laskar lost his sister. He vowed to construct a hospital in order to ensure that none of the underprivileged face
a similar situation due to lack of medical aid. In this mission of his, Saidul sold off family jewellery and raised
funds through charity. His cab passengers too contributed large-heartedly. A young engineer girl donated her
first salary for this noble cause. Today, through sheer hard work and a firm resolve, a thirty bedded hospital
has finally come up at Punri Village near Kolkata. This is the power of New India. Innumerable shining
examples like these are the hallmark of our country. Today the whole world has changed the way it looks at
India. Today, the entire country, the youth, women, the marginalized, the underprivileged, the middle class, in
fact every section has awakened to a new confidence â€¦ YES, we can go forward, the country can take great
strides. An atmosphere of positivity built on a self confidence filled with hope has pervaded all over. This self
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confidence, this very positivity will by a catalyst in realising our resolve of New India, of making our dream
come true. My dear countrymen, the coming months are very crucial for our farming brothers and sisters. That
is why a large number of letters on agriculture have been received. Similarly, Lal Bahadur Shastriji generally
insisted on conservation of trees, plants and vegetation and also highlighted the importance of an improvised
agricultural infrastructure. Ram Manohar Lal ji had talked of creating a mass awakening on an extensive scale
about the necessary measures to ensure a better income for our farmers and provide better irrigation facilities
and to increase food and milk production. Chaudhari Charan Singh in his speech in had urged our farmers to
use new technology and to adopt new innovations and underlined their vital significance. It was a pleasant
experience for me to talk to our farmer brothers and sisters and scientists and to listen and understand their
experiences in farming and getting to know about innovations in the agricultural sector. But one thing that
impressed me most was Meghalaya and the hard work of the farmers of the state. This state has a small area
but it has attained a grand success. Our farmers in Meghalaya, in the year , achieved record production as
compared to the last five years. They have showed that if once the targets are set, spirits are high and with a
strong resolve, the set targets can most certainly be attained. Today, the farmers have technology to help them
while they work hard in their fields. This has provided a big boost to our agro- producers. I have received a
number of letters in which a large number of farmers have written about MSP and they wanted that I should
talk to them at length over this. It has been decided that the MSP of notified crops will be fixed at least one
and a half times of their cost. If I may elaborate on this, MSP will include labour cost of other workers
employed, expenses incurred on own animals and cost of animals and machinery taken on rent, cost of seeds,
cost of each type of fertilizer used, irrigation cost, land revenue paid to the State Government, interest paid on
working capital, ground rent in case of leased land and not only this but also the cost of labour of the farmer
himself or any other person of his family who contributes his or her labour in agricultural work will also be
added to the cost of production. Moreover, an extensive exercise on agricultural reforms is being undertaken
across the country in order to ensure that our farmers get a fair price for their crop. Efforts are on to connect
local village mandis to wholesale market and then on with the global market. Twenty- two thousand rural
haats in the country will be upgraded by creating the necessary infrastructure and these will be integrated with
APMC and e-NAM platform- so that the farmers would not have to go to distant places for selling their
produce. In other words, such a system is being set up where in farms in any part of the country will have a
market-connect. How should the country celebrate it? Swachch Bharat is already our resolve; besides this,
how can our crore countrymen pay the best tribute to Gandhiji by working in close harmony? Which newer
programmes can be initiated? What new practices or procedures can be adopted? I request you all to share
your opinions and suggestions with everyone via MyGov. What should be the slogan, mantra or a
catch-phrase? Send your suggestions on all of these. We all have to pay a memorable tribute to Bapu and have
to take the country to newer heights by drawing inspiration from Bapu. Thanks, you have rightly said it and I
believe that Swachch Bharat and Swasth Bharat are supplementary to each other. In the health sector the
nation has now moved ahead from the conventional approach. Earlier, every aspect regarding health used to be
a responsibility of the Health Ministry alone. Preventive health care is the least costly and the easiest one as
well. And, the more we become aware about preventive health care, the more beneficial will it be for the
individuals, the family and the society. The first necessity for a healthy life is cleanliness. All of us took up the
responsibility and the result is that in the last four years or so, sanitation coverage has almost doubled and
risen to around 80 percent. Also, extensive work is going on to set up Health Wellness Centres across the
country. Yoga has attained worldwide recognition as a measure of preventive health care. Yoga is a guarantee
of both fitness and wellness. It is the result of our concerted efforts and commitment that Yoga has now
become a mass movement and reached every house. Less than a hundred days are now left for the
International Yoga Day on 21st June. On the previous three International Yoga Days, people in our country
and people all over the world participated with great zeal and enthusiasm. This time too, we need to ensure
that we do yoga ourselves and motivate our family, friends and all others from now itself to do yoga. Yoga has
to be made popular among the youth, the senior citizens, men and women from all age groups through
interesting ways. Can we, beginning now, till the Yoga Day, devise a campaign to spread awareness on Yoga?
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My dear countrymen, I am not a Yoga teacher. But yes, I surely am a Yoga practitioner and yet some people,
through their creativity, have made me a Yoga teacher as well and 3-D animated videos of my yoga practice
sessions have been prepared. I will share these videos with you so that we may do aasans and pranayam
together. Efforts are being extensively undertaken to make health care accessible and affordable, make it
easily accessible and affordable for the common man. Presently, more than three thousand Jan Aushadhi
Kendras have been opened across the country and more than eight hundred medicines are being made
available there at an affordable price. More such centres are being opened. This will be a big help to them. In
the present medical colleges, MBBS seats have been increased to about 68 thousand. New AIIMS are being
opened in various states with a view to providing better treatment and health facilities to people across the
country. One new medical college will be set up for every three districts. A target has been fixed to make the
country TB-free by
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In The Path of Brotherhood, Mark and Elizabeth Prophet demonstrate how brotherhood is possible, and crucial, today.
They take a mystical look at the Twelve Tribes, the Twelve Apostles, the Golden-Age Family and spiritual keys to
reaching world brotherhood, which includes the realization of a spirit of unity and cooperation in spiritual organizations.

Having started out his professional life as an Arabic teacher in the city of Ismailiya, some fifty miles east of
Cairo, the first General Guide of the Brotherhood was devoted to young people and to their education, and
remained so throughout his life. Today, eighty one years since its creation, the Muslim Brotherhood is no
longer a youth-focused organization simply, but a movement that spans across several generations. Among
other things, persistent gaps exist between the oldest generation of Brothers and the youth that stem from
differences in ideology and strategy. This has worked to stifle meaningful organizational reform. As a
consequence of these and other factors, many young people are becoming disenchanted with the Brotherhood,
and the movement as a whole appears to be losing its ability to inspire its youth and to claim their loyalties.
This has generated a crisis within the Brotherhood, with a growing number of reform-minded young people
seeking a new pathway forward. The Demographic Context Egypt is currently experiencing a youth bulge,
according to data from the Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics, with Egyptians aged years
accounting for some 28 percent of the total population. Egyptian young people have a well developed political
consciousness as well: At the same time, the information revolution has given youth the opportunity to
participate in politics directly and cheaply, and to join in the global discussion on freedom, human rights, and
democratization. What is remarkable is that Egyptian youth have not engaged in politics in conventional
waysâ€”for example, by joining political parties which are at any rate aging, stagnant entities in Egypt , or by
taking a more active role in trade unions. Instead, they are creating new political and social entities to voice
their demands and to air ideas. That Egyptian youth constitute a political force cannot be denied: Muslim
Brotherhood youth are therefore a major part of the new dynamism among youth that has emerged in Egypt
over the last three years. And if there is anything that sets them apart from other young activists, it is that they
are better organized and have greater capacity to engage in informed, effective political action. Moreover,
Brotherhood youth activists played a significant role in the national election that gave the Brotherhood 20
percent of parliamentary seats for the first time in history. The Brotherhood, for instance, plays a vital role in
student life at Egyptian universities, and youth members runâ€”often successfullyâ€”for student union
elections. This has prompted a crackdown from the Egyptian authorities: Indeed, the Brotherhood youth were
prominently represented in the demonstrations and strikes in Egyptian universities in and , including the April
6 strike. Here we can divide members into roughly four main generations. This period saw the first open
clashes between the Brotherhood and the government, and the movement was officially banned, many of its
leaders were imprisoned, and some were executed. Today, this veteran generation ranges in age from 60 to 80,
and as a whole, they are the most conservative members of the movementâ€”ideologically, politically, and
religiously. Partly as a consequence of their historical experiences, this generation tends to put more weight on
underground missionary work and other forms of ideological outreach rather than on political action. For
example, the Old Guard is generally resistant to the reformist ideas popular among younger members that
favor transforming the organization into a political party. Veteran members also generally lack a
well-developed understanding of politics and of democratic practices and principles such as equality. The
second generational group might be called the pragmatists. It was during the s, too, that the Brotherhood
rejected violence within Egypt and parted ways with the jihadist groups that began emerging in the s and 80s.
The third generation is composed of the so-called neo-traditionalists. The fourth generational group, the youth,
are in their 20s and early 30s, and most of themâ€”particularly members from urban areas like Cairo,
Alexandria, and Mansouraâ€”are much more intellectually curious and open than the elder Brothers. This is
partly due to the fact that this younger generation has not undergone the rigorous ideological indoctrination
and organizational grooming that former generations of Brothers underwent, and also because the Brotherhood
has tended to become more involved in political action than religious outreach over the last decade. For
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example, many of these youths believe that the movement should be transformed into a political party rather
than remain a religious dawa organization. Some of them are convinced that becoming a political party is the
only way to preserve the Muslim Brotherhood from extinction. Among other things, the youth lack access to
the decision-making centers within the group. Furthermore, some young reformists face pressure and even
harassment from the mid-level leadership because of their ideas. The younger generation also suffers due to
the atrophied channels for internal dialogue and the dominance of an institutional culture of obedience and
conformity. This has led some young Brothers to seek new ways outside of the organization to express their
opinions and viewpoints, and on blogs and in the popular press, these youth have increasingly expressed their
views boldly and forcefully. At first, bloggers focused on straight news blogging, documenting all news and
commentary about the Muslim Brotherhood that appeared in various media outlets. This began in in response
to the military tribunal that was convened for 40 first-tier leaders of the Brotherhood. The most popular of
these blogs, Ensaa Forget It , closely followed the military trial and posted personal information about every
detainee in both Arabic and English. Amwaj Fi Bahr al-Taghyir Waves in the Sea of Change is the most
prominent of these blogs, and was established by the year-old dentist and reformist Mustafa al-Naggar. As a
result of this condemnation, and fearing the wrath of the youth, the organization subsequently took part in the
May 4 strike. Interestingly, some bloggers have not stopped simply at verbal criticism, but have openly begun
to break ranks with the movement. For example, people like Moneim Mahmoud have refused to attend
organizational meetings and have even frozen their membership. The new wave of blogging is not limited to
young males; indeed, several Muslim Sisters have also started bloggingâ€”a new development not only for the
Brotherhood but for Egyptian society in general, which remains intellectually conservative. Initially, blogs
authored by Muslim Sisters focused on personal issues related to the arrest of their relatives and loved ones.
But there are now about ten blogs authored by young women who belong to the Muslim Brotherhood. Perhaps
the most prominent of these is Wahi Elmashar Feelings Revealed which is authored by year-old Arwa
al-Taweel and has received some 50, hits in a six month period. However, the newest generation of
Brotherhood conservatives appears to be substantially different than the older generation of Islamists. They
tend, for instance, to be conservative culturally rather than religiously or ideologically. As a whole, these
young conservatives are more intellectually open than their elders, and this makes them, like other young
reformists, more accepting of democratic principles such as freedom, equality, justice, and citizenship. In a
field study of young Brotherhood members conducted in fourteen Egyptian provinces, I found that many of
them harbor a well-developed understanding of democratic values and are eager to practice them. This
exchange has brought the young Islamists into increasing interaction with other political and intellectual
camps, such as liberals, leftists, and reformists, both at home and abroad. Some young Islamists have also
completed training sessions in human rights and democratization and are members of NGOs that defend civil
liberties and human rights. This has led them to defend freedom of expression, for instance, on principled
grounds. This can be seen in the case of detained blogger Abd al-Karim Suleiman, who is serving three years
in prison on charges of showing contempt for Islam and who, despite being anti-Islamist, received the support
of some young Brothers. Unlike the older generation, young Islamists appear to have come to grips with
consensus-based politics. In other words, they realize the necessity of making alliances with non-Islamists in
order to bring democratic change to Egypt. As a consequence, the ideological divides between young Islamists
and other politically-inclined young people of a liberal persuasion appears to be diminishing, in stark contrast
to the clear gaps between the first generation of Brotherhood leaders and their peers in opposition parties. In
this respect, they support in principle the separation between religious outreach and political action. Some
have even sharply criticized Islamist groups that advocate the establishment of an Islamic state. For these
young Brothers, citizenship should be the primary organizing principle of the state, which in turn must protect
the rights of minorities and guarantee civic equality regardless of color, ethnicity, religion, or gender. Rather
than seeing this relationship from an ideological or hostile perspective, they approach it from the view of
mutual interests and respect. Some of them, however, are quick to argue that change in Egypt must come from
within, and not as a result of intervention from the outside. To simplify, young Brothers of the reformist
orientation are seeking three things. For one, they want to change the political and religious discourse of the
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Muslim Brotherhood so that it is more flexible and accepting of democratic principles. Mustafa al-Naggar has
gone further and criticized the widespread practice of nominating and electing people to office within the
organization based on their perceived adherence and loyalty to the group and its ideology, rather than on a
rational assessment of their political platforms and ideas. In seeking to implement these reforms within the
organization, the youth have come up against several hurdles. Second, young Brothers have not yet been able
to form a cohesive and effective bloc within the movement to advocate and lobby for their demands although
recently some youth leaders have begun to address this problem. Nor does the younger generation enjoy strong
relations with the second-generation of reformist Brothers, since many of the latter, such as Abd al-Moneim
Abu al-Futouh, a member of the Guidance Bureau, and Essam al-Erian, fear that their support of the youth will
affect the unity and cohesion of the organization as a whole, and will thus reflect poorly on the Brotherhood in
the face of its opponents. Nevertheless, young Brothers have made several gains over the last two years. First
of all, blogging has broken down the psychological barriers many of them had kept in place to avoid
criticizing the Brotherhood and eroding the principle of secrecy, upon which the Brotherhood was established
eight decades ago. On one hand, the group can and has attempted to ignore the voices of young bloggers,
writing them off as so much chatter and electronic noise. This response will also give bloggers additional
momentum in their struggle against the ideological and organizational inflexibility of the group, which is
already happening to some degree. On the other hand, giving serious consideration to the criticisms of young
Brothers could mark the beginning of concessions that might affect the internal structure of the organization
itself. Faced with this choice, so far the Brotherhood has attempted to pursue a middle ground of constructive
neglect as part of a strategy of containment. Unfortunately, it does not seem to be working. Another gain made
by the youth is that Brotherhood leaders, fearing the reactions of bloggers, have begun weighing strategic
decisions with more caution. Indeed, this is perhaps one reason that the organization has delayed issuing the
final draft of its party platform, whose initial form was sharply criticized by the bloggers. The position of the
old generation toward women and Christians angered many reformists in the movement and widened the gap
between youth and old leaders. The ideological gap between both parties affects internal harmony and makes
it difficult for the older generation to take any further steps before testing the reaction of young people. Thus,
the movement decided to participate, partially, in the second strike on May 4th Old Ways for New Challenges
So far the Muslim Brotherhood has not developed a clear strategy for dealing with the internal challenges
posed by the youth and their demands for reform. Initially, the organization chose to simply ignore the youth
altogether, brushing off their critiques published in blogs and elsewhere online as no more than the personal
musings of a very small number of young Brothers in Cairo and Alexandria. A new approach became visible
in the second half of , after the blogs received coverage in the national media. At this point, bloggers were no
longer seen simply as isolated cases of dissent but as a larger phenomenon that represented a serious challenge
to the organization. As a result, some Brotherhood leaders began holding meetings with the youth bloggers,
both on general occasions devoted to discussing issues of freedom of opinion and in private meetings, like the
one organized between Dr. In general, there are two mindsets within the Muslim Brotherhood about how to
deal with blogging by members. Nevertheless, even partisans of this approach believe in the need for flexible
rules that can moderate the tenor of criticisms directed at the organization while also absorbing bloggers
organizationally and benefiting from them in political action. It is difficult to believe, however, that this
strategy will successfully stop young Brothers from publicly expressing their political and intellectual
critiques of the Muslim Brotherhood. Not only does such an outcome seem unlikely, it would also reinforce
the image of the Brotherhood as a group that suppresses dissent. What will happen if the Brotherhood does not
respond to the demands of reformist youth? Will it lead to schisms within the organization or will the
reformists retract their demands? Historically, the Muslim Brotherhood has experienced some schisms, due to
both policy differences and generational conflicts. The last major split occurred in when Abu al-Ela Madi led a
movement out of the Brotherhood that sought to embrace political life and transform the movement to a party.
This faction formed the al-Wasat party, which to this day has yet to receive the permit to operate officially.
With the current crop of youth, however, an outright break with the organization seems unlikely for several
reasons. First of all, the closed nature of political life in Egypt and the lack of political parties leave the youth
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with few alternatives for political action. Young Brothers, for example, generally view the al-Wasat
experience as having been a failure, and this may encourage them to remain within the framework of the
Brotherhood, even if they currently have few prospects to play a meaningful role. Third, many young Brothers
fear that leaving the organization would only strengthen the position of their more reactionary rivals, who may
attempt to demonize and purge internal voices of reform. Bloggers are still the most influential segment of
reformers and their numbers are limited and based largely in urban areas.
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Leave a comment Western Civilization is no longer merely in decline. We are now observing the initial
death-spasms of collapse. A cancerous blight has metastasized: But it is only a matter of time before this
cancer spreads to the other organs and tissues of the Western body politic. Social order is already collapsing
before our very eyes. Political and economic order are therefore not far behind. We may well be the last men
of the West. You do not choose which historical context you are born into. If fate spawns you into the
wreckage of a collapsing culture, all that remains is to embrace the richness of that tragedy â€” and recognize
that you are still responsible for your life. The Path of Iron is for those fewest of men who recognize that
personal responsibility remains forever the paramount masculine virtue, even in the wake of tragic
circumstances. Amongst the backdrop of societal rot, cultural decadence, or even civilizational collapse, all
that remains for a true man to do is to simply take responsibility for his own life. Because iron does not lie:
Iron absorbs any beating you can dish it, yet it will continue to stoically serve its purpose. Iron does not cease
to be iron even if it is melted down. It never becomes anything that it is not. In this way, iron is oblivious to
external conditions, whatever the circumstances of that reality might be. It always remains true to itself. It is
melded indelibly to reality. And yet iron is also malleable, supple, and adaptable. It can be shaped, crafted, or
moulded to fit ten thousand purposes. In this way too, IRON is a fitting metaphor for masculinity, for a man,
no matter how strong, must also be versed in the Tao of adaptability. They remain rigid, strong and unbending
in matters of masculine virtue. And yet, simultaneously, they are also extremely adaptable: At their core
though, real men remain who they are, even in the face of tragedy. They do not avert their eyes from death.
The Path of Iron is for men who recognize the tragedy of this Darkest Age, yet refuse to cease developing their
masculinity, pursuing self-mastery, or engaging in genuine brotherhood. The Path of Iron is for those men
who recognize the horror of their shared cultural, societal and racial meta-circumstance, yet who refuse to
submit to nihilism, depression or despondency. And perhaps, in the end, if there is any hope at all remaining
for Western Civilization, it may be discovered within the few remaining men who keep the flickering flame of
its spirit alive in their hearts. We are the Last Men of the West. I decided to launch Path of Iron as a platform
for discussing any and all topics dealing with masculinity, self-mastery and brotherhood within the context of
our present historical circumstance. Topics may include everything from fitness to wealth to politics to gender
dynamics: At its core, the Path of Iron platform is a creative outlet for me. I must broadcast my voice into the
echo-less universe, even if no one is listening. If other like-minded men happen to tune into my frequency and
gain value from the message that I broadcast, then so much the better. Ultimately, I endeavour not to be the
lone voice on this platform, and in that regard I encourage dialogue, contribution and collaboration.
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Egypt What is the Muslim Brotherhood? The list included the Muslim Brotherhood and its affiliates. In
response to the allegations, the US Secretary of State, Rex Tillerson, said the classification of the entire
Muslim Brotherhood as terrorists is problematic. But who is the Muslim Brotherhood and do they pose a grave
risk to regimes in the region? Who are the Muslim Brotherhood? The MB is the oldest political Islamist group
in the Arab world. It is not allowed to operate as an official political party in some Arab countries. When and
where was the Muslim Brotherhood founded? He had a vision of a universal Islamic system of rule that could
be attained by promoting Islamic laws and morals and by engaging society through offering social services.
The evolution of Islamists What are the main principles of the Muslim Brotherhood ideology? The ideology of
the MB is mainly focused on reform of existing political systems in the Arab world. It embraces the idea of
political activism and social responsibility, organising charitable works and social support programmes as part
of its outreach to its core support base of lower-income populations. The members of the MB represent a
broad spectrum of interpretations of the initial ideology of Hassan al-Banna. Many members embrace a more
pragmatic idea of achieving their goals, urging political participation and cooperation. Egypt - The future of
the Muslim Brotherhood Throughout they have always adhered to their ideal of a society governed by Islamic
laws and morals. Who are the leaders of the Muslim Brotherhood? The supreme leader of the Muslim
Brotherhood in Egypt is Mohamed Badie , who is currently in prison, having been sentenced to a number of
life in prison and death sentences for a variety of charges. In its early days in Egypt, the MB was involved in
the active struggle against British occupation, and also cooperated with the Free Officers movement to liberate
Egypt from the monarchy. His writings from prison advocated armed struggle against the Egyptian regime and
others in order to spread the MB ideology. Qutb was executed in but his writings are used by many Islamist
groups to justify armed struggle. They formally adopted a mandate of democracy in and their influence
became apparent in professional work syndicates and social welfare work circles. Has the Muslim
Brotherhood ever made political gains in the Arab world? Here are some notable cases of Muslim
Brotherhood or MB-affiliated political gain. In , the Muslim Brotherhood ran a candidate in the post-Arab
Spring presidential elections in Egypt. In Jordan , the Islamic Action Front, which was a Muslim Brotherhood
party until it cut ties with the mother organisation in , has a large presence in the Jordanian parliament. Jordan
election - Muslim Brotherhood gains ground 2: Other than Egypt, which is the birthplace of the Muslim
Brotherhood, there are parties that can be considered offshoots of the Muslim Brotherhood in a number of
Arab countries, as they were inspired by the core tenets of MB ideology. In Jordan, the Muslim Brotherhood is
represented in the Islamic Action Front , the political wing that is one of the largest blocs in the Jordanian
parliament. It broke formal ties with the Egyptian Muslim Brotherhood after the coup in Egypt. In Bahrain ,
the political arm of its Muslim Brotherhood group is known as the Minbar. Not all Islamist parties are MB, a
clear example of that is the Salafi movement of Egypt, which was Islamist in nature, but chose its own path in
various political situations including the overthrow of President Mohamed Morsi by the armed forces in
Egypt. To date, the countries that have labelled the MB as a "terrorist organisation" are: In March , the
kingdom designated the Muslim Brotherhood a "terrorist" group.
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The Path of Iron is for men who recognize the tragedy of this Darkest Age, yet refuse to cease developing their
masculinity, pursuing self-mastery, or engaging in genuine brotherhood. The Path of Iron is for those men who
recognize the horror of their shared cultural, societal and racial meta-circumstance, yet who refuse to submit to nihilism.
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